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Day One Recap

 What themes emerged yesterday?

 Did something really resonate with you?

 What was your major take-away?

30 min30 min



Tabletop Exercise

 John Gookin, NOLS

 Allen O’Bannon, PFS

180 min



Lunch

 Please take a break and grab lunch

 We will reconvene at 12:30PM:

Dan Hodkinson, NASA Carbon Cycle and 

Ecosystems Office

A Practical Approach to Hazard Identification 

and Assessment for Field Campaigns



Breakout #3: Responding 

to Situations

 Select one of the five groups around the room

 Identify a speaker for the 3 min report out

 Ensure that each person gets a worksheet 

packet



Discussion Framework

Think about your experiences responding to risk:

 What input or “feedforward” would you give to others?

 What would you do differently?

 What do you need to be better prepared?

15 min: Each person completes a worksheet

20 min: Discuss major take-aways with your small group

5 min: Prepare your report out



Report Outs

 Report out: 3 minutes

 Q&A: Time for 1-2 questions / comments

 No need to share everything you discussed 

- rather, please focus on:

 Most interesting points of discussion

 Ah-ha moments

 “Feedforward”

 Major take-aways



Input, Feedfoward, & Take-Aways
 Developing a Community of Practice where groups can work together on common approaches, 

making lessons learned visible, peer reviews
 Instilling ownership within your team, personal safety

 All participants are risk aware

 Common interest in increasing dialogue between PIs and Risk Officers – also a common fear

 Novices don’t know what they don’t know – PI and institution need to ensure they have what is 

needed.  Take care of yourself is not sufficient to cover all complexities.  Comes down to 

focusing on ethical aspect of making sure everyone is safe then everything else should fall into 

place

 Dont want to come out of this process – rigid requirements. We need flexible set of rules 

and requirements.  Work in the polar regions is very diverse.  This should not be too onerous 

that PIs cannot do the science they are planning.

 Be careful: don’t turn this into a CYA exercise because it loses focus and meaning

 Close call reporting – develop means to make this clean and concise.  Easy online reporting 

form?  Reward for reporting?  (Don’t encourage accidents! )

 There is no substitution for teams heading to the field to meet to discuss all of the possible risk.  

Communication must start beforehand.

 Information that gets to the PI needs to also flow down to team members

 Clarify training & management roles with the PI and institutions

 Great info is gathered at workshops but then it goes away.  We need a committee, an annual 

meeting, new people joining each year

 Think about risk upfront in the proposal process.  If you have thought about risk – put it in the 

proposal.

 Use history as a teaching tool.  Methods to gather information are often proven.

 Have a dialogue with your Risk Safety Office to help them understand the field environment.

 Tabletops were good – balanced conversation that helped to see from other people’s 

perspectives

 NSF is not responsible for everything that happens in the field 





Break

 We will reconvene at 2:20PM



Final Plenary Discussion
Report Audience
 Researchers who could not be here (a tool for research community); CoP members
 Institutional Risk Management Staff (some version of this document; primer)

Draft Workshop Report Outline
 *Questionnaire to grab reader’s attention (do you have students, engage risk mgmt..?)
 Introduction (overview of where risk mgmt sits at NSF right now)

 Distinction between programmatic risks and risks to health & safety 
 Perception of risk is subjective – address the right risks!

 Developing experienced field workers (aimed at new scientists & support/infrastructure)
 Working with your Risk Management Office
 Importance of reporting & sharing incidents, near misses, experiences/examples from the 

field, and approaches (NASA accident graphic; anonymous reporting)
 Expectations, Roles, & Responsibilities of everyone involved
 Importance of Individual Ownership
 Planning before going into the field is critical
 Dealing with human factors of risk (Shared wisdom)
 Removing preconceived notions, stereotypes, & cultural diff in planning and response
 Community of Practice (outline of group, general call for participation)
 Examples of identifying hazards & assessing risk (primer on talking with risk mgmt people; 

highlights of the different types of risk)
 There are common approaches to managing diverse risks
 Presentation materials for people to take back to their communities
 Resources (links to tools, online resources – could be on the website to this workshop)
 Glossary (Acronyms)
 As part of the award negotiation people must create a risk management plan - point people to this 

document when they are working on their proposal to use Presentations from the workshop 
(wealth of information)

 Risk Management Plan Workbook (samples, training resources, where to go for what)
 Deliverable from the Workshop.  Fieldwork resource that will take longer than the report

 Interagency approach moving forward
 Timeline: six months
 Process: send major topic headings to the community to get initial feedback, workshop team 

will make a plan for the report using people from the workshop, ARCUS will create a first draft and 
circulate to workshop participants, circulate again a second time for feedback from the community 
(personal email from a program manager – not a mass email)



Final Plenary Discussion

 What are your remaining questions/comments from 

Days One & Two?

 What information will you be taking back to your 

organization/institution?

 What was your major take-away?

 What connections have you made over the past two 

days that will support your efforts moving forward?



Final Plenary Discussion

 Community of Practice

 Community of Arctic and Antarctic research 

practitioners and stakeholders contributing input to 

resources, tools, and policies for the field

 This group will be automatically enrolled – feel free 

to opt-out if you are unavailable

 NSF will also be accepting volunteers for more active 

roles if you would like to contribute more



Closing Remarks 

 Renee D. Crain, NSF

 Patrick R. Haggerty, NSF


